
Note: for Domestic Supply Only Courtyard Gates, it is strongly advised to purchase our
Gate posts as these are designed to provide the strength for a trouble free service life.
If you are considering installing onto your own posts or into brick piers, we
recommend seeking advice from a qualified engineer as to their suitability, as these
gates are very heavy. Consideration should be given to both weight and wind loading.
When hanging gates on new brick piers, we recommend galvanised posts with
extended hinges which the piers can be built around. Matching Jakcure® treated
cladding can be supplied to cover the galvanised gate posts, to give the appearance
of wooden posts. Our Courtyard Gates are manufactured for manual operation as
standard. They can be automated, but please call us to discuss your exact
requirements before ordering, as the gates have to be designed and
modified in production for automated operation. 

Jacksons’ range of standard Courtyard gates have been crafted with care to be of the
highest possible quality. We offer three styles: Hythe (top photo) with its gentle
arched top, Rye with its level top (bottom left photo) and Sandwich, with a curve to
the top of the gate leaves (bottom right photo). 

Our Courtyard gates incorporate a galvanised steel internal frame for extra strength
and durability. This eliminates the risk of gates dropping or twisting. The gates are
clad both sides with timber which matches our Tongue and Groove effect panels. All
timber used throughout is superior quality Jakcure® treated softwood guaranteed for
25 years. The gates feature integral hinges that provide maximum tuning flexibility on
site. We can manufacture gates to your specification and would be happy to provide
quotes accordingly.

Ref
278770BM m

278660BM m

278110BM m

278090BM m

079093R m
079093 m
CY-CLAD

357400BM
351900BM n

Gate Height, Width and Style
1.8m high x 3.1m clear opening Rye Courtyard Gate
1.8m high x 3.6m clear opening Rye Courtyard Gate
1.8m high x 3.1m clear opening Hythe Courtyard Gate
1.8m high x 3.6m clear opening Hythe Courtyard Gate
Galvanised post for 1.8m high Rye Courtyard Gate
Galvanised post for 1.8m high Hythe Courtyard Gate
Extra over for timber clad posts 
Mortice lock and lockable drop bolt bracket option
Stop post

Courtyard� Gates
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Our gate designs incorporate an internal galvanised steel
frame for extra strength and durability. This eliminates
twisting and warping which is common in other
Courtyard style gate designs.

m MADE TO ORDER (CANNOT BE CANCELLED ONCE ORDERED) n CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY  

Please note: gate fittings are
galvanised as standard.

Sandwich Courtyard GateRye Courtyard Gate

Hythe Courtyard Gate
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Railing Panel Courtyard Gates

This distinctive design takes our courtyard gates to a new dimension. The railing
panel gates were inspired by our railing topper panels, featured on pages 12 - 13.
They also combine our expertise in working with metal and wood to great effect.

As you can see these gates have an attractive panel inset in the top third of the gate
each gate leaf, in this case with optional galvanised and polyester powder coated
posts. Simple yet effective collar motifs on alternate bars add an elegant touch.

Cathedral Courtyard Gates

Cathedral Courtyard gates truly combine timber and metal to great effect. The
unusual shaped apertures give the gates an elegant, stately concave shaped top
when they are closed. They are supplied with galvanised and black powder coated
gate posts. 

Please ask for a quotation for either of these gates made to order to fit your driveway
or entrance.

Our Courtyard Gates are manufactured for manual operation as standard. They can
be automated, but please call us to discuss your exact requirements
before ordering, as the gates have to be designed and modified in
production for automated operation.

In addition to the standard timber clad Courtyard gates, we have developed these
very stylish premium variations with the inclusion of decorative steel insets. All timber
used throughout is superior quality planed finish Tongue and Groove style infill using
Jakcure® treated softwood, guaranteed for 25 years, with galvanised fittings for an
extra long life.

Railing� Panel� &
Cathedral� Gates
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Cathedral gates

Railing panel gates
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Our timber sliding gates are designed in a similar way to our Courtyard gates for
situations where space is at a premium or sliding operation is preferred. They are
supplied as manual opening, but for larger gates we strongly recommend
automation. 

All timber used throughout is superior quality planed finish Jakcure® treated
softwood, guaranteed for 25 years, with heavily galvanised fittings for an extra long
life.

Gates Without a Track (cantilever)

The 100 x 65mm gate frame is clad both sides with a 95 x 17mm ‘V’ jointed  Tongue
and Groove infill.  The gates are supported on two square posts and the gates slide
on a special steel beam that is fixed to the gate through adjustable rollers that ensure
a smooth operation. The automation equipment that can be supplied is detailed on
pages 100 - 103.

The top of the gate is supported on a channel through two pairs of rollers. The gate
closes into guides on a catch post. The support posts and the catch post are fitted
with base plates for bolting to foundations and are heavily galvanised to give a long
life. Posts are supplied galvanised, or galvanised and powder coated in a range of
colours at extra cost.

Gates With a Track (tracked)

The 100 x 65mm gate frame is clad both sides with a 95 x 17mm ‘V’ jointed  Tongue
and Groove infill. The gate is fitted to a 200mm x 100mm hollow section galvanised
steel tube fitted with two heavy duty wheels that run on a track that is set in
concrete.  

The gate is supported with 3 ‘portal’ (columns) that are bolted to the concrete
foundations.  Other methods of control are detailed in the automation section of this
brochure. Automation offers the most reliable, convenient and safe option for
opening/closing sliding gates.

Jacksons Timber Sliding gates are built to your requirement and specification and we
are happy to provide quotes accordingly. Prior to manufacture we will provide fully
detailed drawings for your approval.
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Timber� Sliding�
Gates
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Jacksons’ new range of Hardwood Courtyard gates adds even more sophistication and
prestige to the popular Courtyard range.

They retain the strong galvanised internal steel frames, posts and hinges of their softwood
siblings but feature substantial, solid Iroko outer framing and inner panel cladding to both
sides of the steel frame in Tongue and Groove solid Iroko boards.

As you would expect, our Hardwood Courtyard gates feature integral hinges that provide
maximum adjustability on site and are supplied with galvanised and black powder coated
steel posts as standard or with the posts clad in Iroko to match the gates at additional
cost.

Jacksons Hardwood Courtyard Gates are available in the same five styles in both swing
(pages 96 - 99) and sliding gate options (pages 100 - 101) along with a matching,
traditionally framed ledged and braced pedestrian gate:

• Hythe Hardwood 
• Rye Hardwood 
• Sandwich Hardwood 
• Railing Topper Hardwood 
• Cathedral Hardwood 

The gates will be designed and manufactured to your bespoke size requirements, up to
5m wide opening and 2.4m in height. Please discuss your requirements with one of our
team.

Jacksons Hardwood Courtyard Gates are manufactured for manual operation as standard.
They can be automated, but please call us to discuss your exact requirements before
ordering, as the gates have to be designed and modified in production for automated
operation.

Iroko is a dense hardwood and classed as a durable timber. In 'above ground' use, it is
naturally resistant to both rot and insect attack without a requirement for preservative
treatment. It will be supplied uncoated, ready for finishing. It can be left untreated where its
golden colour will fade to a silver-grey over time or it can be treated from time to time with
appropriate coatings to maintain the original colour, protect against UV radiation and enhance
durability. Jacksons Hardwood Gates are covered by a 10 year guarantee. Please ask for
details. 

Hardwood
Courtyard
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This is a non-standard gate and
hinges/design may differ.
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Built to Stay Looking Good

Constructed in corrosion resistant hot dip galvanised steel and usually supplied with
an additional polyester powder coating, in a choice of standard colours, green, black,
white, blue or grey (other colours on request).

If you let us know the width of your gateway, height of gate, design type and whether
it’s for manual or automatic operation, we will supply you with a quotation without
obligation.

These handsome steel gates of traditional design will grace the approach to any
property from stately home to trendy town house, prestigious offices or public
institutions.

Ornamental gates are available in two designs, Arched Top Ornamental gate and
Level Top Ornamental gate and in three styles:

Style A: Short additional pales with a finial top have been inserted between the
pales at the bottom of the gate.

Style B: Decorative rings are inserted between the pales at the top and the bottom.

Standard: Decorative rings are inserted between pales at the bottom. (Style B)

● Two classic designs to choose from with three style variations
● Corrosion free hot dip galvanised finish
● Additional colour coatings
● Easily automated for added security and convenience
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Ornamental� Gates

Arched Top Ornamental swing gates
with ornamental fencing (style A).

Level Top Ornamental sliding gate automated
(Style B with decorative rings top and bottom).

Level Top Ornamental swing gates (Style B
with decorative rings top and bottom).
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